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Purpose

The purpose of this study is to determine what 

causes people to avoid or attempt to ban media 

involving the occult. Three potential causes will be 

examined: religiosity, fear of the unknown, and 

stereotypes. 

The Occult: 

• Supernatural powers or practices and the things 

(such as gods, ghosts, and magic) that are 

connected with them (Merriam-Webster 2017)

• Present in popular books, such as Harry Potter, 

Twilight, and Lord of the Rings

• Many books involving the occult are banned. 

• Amanda Cockrell mentions in an article that 

many Christians who feel negatively about Harry 

Potter has to do with their religion, fear of the 

unknown, and stereotypes:

• Whether their children will begin to ignore 

the rules they set

• Whether their children will delve into 

witchcraft instead of their religion

• What witchcraft really is versus what they 

are told that it is (Cockrell 2006)

Religiosity will be the strongest factor influencing 

the banning of media involving the occult, 

followed by fear of the unknown.  

Participants:

• Approximately 100 students enrolled in general 

psychology courses

Materials and Procedure: 

• Participants will answer self-constructed 

questions about ____ as well as demographics 

questions.  

The results will help examine whether the reason 

for banning occult-related books is religious 

affiliation or because individuals do not know 

much about the occult and rely on negative 

stereotypes to judge this media. If this is the case, a 

potential solution to this issue would be to inform 

people of actual occult practices in order to create 

a better understanding and relieve some of the 

unease about people who actively engage in these 

practices in our own world.
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If the hypotheses are supported, participants will 

show that their dislike of media involving the 

occult is primarily related to their level of 

religiosity, and secondarily related to their level of 

knowledge on the occult.
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Figure 1: Harry Potter and the 

Sorcerer’s Stone

Figure 2: Twilight series


